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Dare to be original

The Devotion Bags made an elevated
entrance on the catwalk of the
Dolce&Gabbana Women’s Fall Winter
2018–19 Fashion Show.

A runway look showcasing the Devotion bag by
Dolce&Gabbana in matelassé black leather.
www.dolcegabbana.com

The launch of Dolce&Gabbana’s latest desirable accessory, the aptly named Devotion bag,
focused on the fashion house’s enduring quest
to bridge tradition and innovation. How better
could this new handcrafted bag make an entrance than by being helicoptered by drones
onto the runway? In other words, what better
way to usher timeless craftsmanship into the
21st century than by resorting to little robots.
And so the Devotion bags, hovering above the
runway, made a surprising entrance that delighted the guests of the Women’s Fall Winter
2018–19 Fashion Show.
More importantly the message delivered was
twofold. Firstly, introducing Devotion from the
air, thanks to drones acting like angelic emissaries (a most iconic Italian religious symbol angels
are often used in the world of Dolce&Gabbana),
evoked a gift from heaven. Then showcasing
proof that artisanship should not fear technological progress, and that the two can harmoniously co-exist and collaborate.
Then in a back-to-reality move, the Devotion
bags were again shown and this time on models during the fashion show. This is where the
audience could attest how versatile and indispensable to most looks Devotion is. So let’s
take a closer look at this creation, and see what
makes it so special that it deserved such a oneof-a-kind unveiling.

www.dolcegabbana.com

Large Devotion Bag
in red quilted nappa
leather, with 24K gold leaf
plated shoulder chain,
and central sacred heart
embellishment in 24K
gold leaf plated antique
bronze set with pearls.
POA.

TAP HERE TO DISCOVER
THE NEW GOLD AND
SILVER LAMINATED
COLOUR VARIATIONS

Available in three colours (black, red and optical
white) and three sizes (small, medium and large), the
Devotion Bag comes in matelassé or smooth leather. Practicality meeting style delivers a leather handgrip or sophisticated brass shoulder strap made of
24K gold plating, with each link of the chain embellished with tiny indentations on their surface. That
said, the real hero of the piece is the bejewelled sacred heart or sacro cuore, “which is both a symbol
of faith and an object of trust”, the Dolce&Gabbana
team says. It is also a symbol adored by the designers in its baroque interpretation. The sacred heart is
first and foremost a declaration of love; love for the
craft, for fashion, love for women. The Devotion bag
points to an all-consuming passion, one with the intensity of religious fervour.

www.dolcegabbana.com

Superb Italian craftsmanship is at the core of Devotion and especially for
the beating heart that adorns the flap. This sacred heart motif made of antique bronze clad in 24K gold leaf, has been crafted with the ancient technique of lost-wax casting known as cire-perdue, a method traditionally used
by artisan jewellers. “The cire-perdue process consists of several phases,
starting with sculpting the desired form in wax and building a mould around
it. Molten brass is then poured into the mould, displacing the wax. Pearls
and foliage motifs frame the resulting central core, which is embellished by
a miniature bearing the DG logo. The zipper pull on the inside of the bag is
crafted with the jeweller’s technique of micro fusion”, the Dolce&Gabbana
team explains.

www.dolcegabbana.com
Smoothing by hand the
side seams of the front
matelassé.

Making sure the side
edges are perfectly
aligned.
Little pearls are hand
picked one at a time and
carefully set at the base
of the outer leaf motifs.

True to tradition, the attention to detail is second to none, and as
much emphasis has been put on the assembling of the sacred heart
as has been put on the assembling of the whole bag itself, and all
in the expert hands of Dolce&Gabanna’s Italian ateliers. Each step
in the making process is indeed handmade, and this guarantees the
exceptionality of the product. It is the antithesis of mass production, the essence of luxury.

www.dolcegabbana.com

Medium Devotion Bag by
Dolce&Gabbana in black
quilted nappa leather; with
24K gold leaf plated shoulder
chain, and central sacred heart
embellishment in 24K gold leaf
plated antique bronze set with
pearls. POA.

Wonderfully, the designers have blurred the line between specialties. Fine
jewellery, haberdashery and accessories have cross-pollinated to form a fabulous hybrid, where details abound. Take the matelassé pattern, which replicates on a larger scale the shape of the leaves that border the sacred heart
symbol. Beyond the brilliant concept, Devotion is also a neat, functional bag,
whose three sizes make for the best choice of capacity. It comes with an interior pocket that features a zip slider branded Devotion, and a nappa leather interior that has been embellished with a metallic filigree heart. In short,
the Devotion is as much a bag as it is a jewel to behold.

www.dolcegabbana.com
“The Devotion Bag is our declaration of love to
style, detail, craftsmanship, creativity, but most of
all, to fashion, our greatest love and inspiration”,
Domenico Dolce and Stefano Gabbana share.

Medium Devotion
Bag in white quilted
nappa leather; with
24K gold leaf plated
shoulder chain, and
central sacred heart
embellishment in
24K gold leaf plated
antique bronze set
with pearls. POA.

Medium Devotion
Bag in black smooth
calfskin; with 24K
gold leaf plated
shoulder chain, and
central sacred heart
embellishment in
24K gold leaf plated
antique bronze set
with pearls. POA.

Farnborough Air show 2016.
Photo By Phil Weymouth

Britain’s exit from the European
Community isn’t likely to affect the
country’s international airshow for
the trade and the public, which takes
off July 16. A major money-maker
for its economy, it’s also an aviation
paradise for aerospace and defence
professionals and investors, pilots
or people curious about the ins and
outs of airplanes. With crowds topping 200,000 on a scorching airfield
southwest of London, this international airshow combines blockbuster aerospace innovations with civilian and military aircraft exhibits. All
in all, hours’ worth of discoveries for
aviation enthusiasts.

RAF’s V-bombers at the
21st Farnborough Air Show,
1960

Historically, the Farnborough airshow
was an annual event until it became biannual in 1962. Back in the 1920’s, when
Britain’s RAF (Royal Air Force) was recognized as the world’s best fleet of fighting pilots, it organized an annual airshow
at Hendon to showcase the British aircraft industry. In 1932, the show had 35
aircraft on view and eventually sought
a larger airfield and exhibition area and
moved to Farnborough to be closer to
Britain’s aerospace research facility in
1948.

Captured aircraft exhibition,
Farnborough. November 1945

Bristol 167 Brabazon
Farnborough Airshow

Red Bull’s Hangar.

There are plenty of surprises awaiting visitors each year, including simulators where passengers pilot planes and static
displays where visitors can climb aboard aircraft for a closer
look. The Red Bulls, a group of aviation enthusiasts, former pilots, and mechanics, will have a fleet of impeccably restored
historic helicopters and planes on view for aviation buffs to
explore.

Naturally, flying exercises, surprise flights, and airborne
formations are all part of the airshow and are performed
every day of the show. Thankfully, there have been relatively few accidents and crashes over the years. The alltime, record-breaking, spectacular exercise formation took
place during the 1958 airshow when 22 Black Arrow planes
looped in formation.

Black Arrows Hawker Hunter F6

Airborne, precision formations are
an important part of the airshow’s
programming.

Flying acts include elaborate manoeuvres by fighter planes, take
off and landings of historical planes, helicopters, even commercial
planes. Nowhere will you see such a diverse range of aircraft, from
vintage to fast jets and aerobatics, to large commercial airliners.
Among this year’s high flyers are The Blades, a civilian aerobatic
display team, whose former RAF Red Arrow pilots hold the world
record in precision close-formation looping, plus the electrifying
Red Bull Air Race.

The Blades Formation

Each year, costume characters and
actors dressed as pilots are part of
the airshow entertainment like this
fellow with his bicycle plane.

When craning your neck to see all
the flying acts tires you out, head
inside to the Farnborough Air
Sciences Trust Museum for a nose
dive into aviation history. The museum will have an exhibit during the
airshow of unique aviation heritage
including its archive of equipment,
machinery, photographs, films, reports, and books relating to its illustrious aviation history.

One of the Wright Brother’s early
flying machines on view at the
Farnborough Airshow.

Aviation history buffs will enjoy
seeing restored planes like this one
during the airshow.

Arthur Elgort
Azzedine Alaia and
Naomi Campbell
New York City, 1987
Copyright Arthur Elgort

Alice Springs
Yves Saint Laurent
Paris, 1978
Copyright: Alice Springs

On June 1, 2018, the new exhibition
Between Art & Fashion opened at the
Helmut Newton Foundation in Berlin.
These exceptional photographs, from
the Collection of Carla Sozzani, will
be on display until November 18.

Paolo Roversi
Meg Alaia Dress, 1987
Copyright Paolo Roversi

Carla Sozzani, former editor-in-chief of
the Italian Elle and Vogue magazines, has
collected photographs for many years.
The sister of the late Franca Sozzani,
who was editor-in-chief of Vogue Italia,
has exhibited these works at her gallery in Milan since 1990, in close cooperation with numerous internationally renowned photographers – including
Helmut Newton four times: Ritratti di
donna (1993), Impressions, Polaroids
(1996), Us and Them (1999), together
with his wife June, a.k.a. Alice Springs,
and Yellow Press (2003).

Lillian Bassman
A report to Skeptics
Suzy Parker for Harpers Bazaar, 1952
Copyright The Estate of Lillian Bassman

Since Galleria Carla Sozzani first opened 28 years ago, it has hosted hundreds of photography exhibitions, featuring the likes of Annie Leibovitz,
Sarah Moon, Paolo Roversi, David Bailey, Hiro, and David LaChapelle.
Architecture and design exhibitions are held twice a year, and have included the works of Carlo Mollino, Verner Panton, and Yayoi Kusama. The
gallery has also showcased fashion by Pierre Cardin, André Courrèges,
and Paco Rabanne. Some of those works subsequently became part of
Sozzani’s own collection, which today comprises nearly 1,000 photographs. In addition to fashion there are experimental photographs by
Berenice Abbott and Duane Michals, nudes by Francesca Woodman and
Daido Moriyama, and still life by Man Ray and William Klein.

Francesca Woodman
Untitled
MacDowell Cologny
Peterborough
New Hampshire, 1980
Courtesy of George
and Betty Woodman

The diverse collection was created over the course of many
years, and with its focus on classic black-and-white photography it offers a look back into a bygone era. The gallery continues to be a central part of the first concept store founded by
Carla Sozzani in 1991 in the heart of Milan – 10 Corso Como –
which now has branches in China, Korea, and the USA, and has
been under the patronage of a foundation since 2016.

Mario De Biasi
Gli Italiani si voltano, 1954
Copyright Archivo Mario De Biasi

The close friendship between Carla Sozzani and Helmut Newton has
given life to this outstanding show of Sozzani’s multifaceted collection that features the Alice Springs Portraits. Between Art & Fashion
not only presents numerous icons, it also contains plenty of surprises. Following presentations in Paris at Gallery Azzedine Alaïa and in
Switzerland at the Museum of Fine Arts Le Locle, both curated by
Fabrice Hergott, more than 200 photographs were chosen in thematic resonance with the German exhibition venue.

Carla Sozzani and Helmut
Newton in her Studio
Milano, 1999
Copyright Lorenzo Camocardi
Courtesy Fondazione Sozzani

Alice Springs
Helmut Newton
Rue Aubriot
Paris, 1976
Copyright Alice Springs

Erwin Blumenfeld
Le Décolleté
Victoria von Hagen
New York, 1952
Copyright The Estate of Erwin Blumenfeld

Some photographers are represented with a single work, while
for others there is a small group of
photographs. This selection is not
about completeness, but authenticity and visualisation, and the quality of autonomous and representative images. Four highlights of the
show in Berlin are collaborations
between Carla Sozzani and Paolo
Roversi, Sarah Moon, Bruce Weber,
and Helmut Newton. Each has been
allocated ample space and includes
contact sheets and photos documenting the joint fashion shoots.

Carlo Mollino
Polaroid, 1962-1973
Copyright The Estate of Carlo Mollino

Alice Springs
Sonja Rykiel
Paris, 1980
Ccopyright Alice Springs

In June’s Room, on the occasion of
the 95th birthday of June Newton,
who worked under the name Alice
Springs, are around 30 portraits, some
previously unseen, from the foundation’s collection. In the context of the
Sozzani collection, they are mainly of
artists, photographers, and fashion
designers.

Alice Springs
Emanuel Ungaro
Paris, 1979
Copyright Alice Springs

Alice Springs started working in the 1970s
on her own photographic oeuvre, which
has also often been featured at the Helmut
Newton Foundation. The artists, actors, and
musicians she portrays read like a who’s
who of the international cultural scene
from the past 40 years on both sides of
the Atlantic – from Yves Saint Laurent and
Karl Lagerfeld to Billy Wilder and Diana
Vreeland, and even the Hell’s Angels.
Although many of her subjects are from the
jet set, their social status was not a priority
for her. Her photographs range from commissions for magazines between Paris and
Los Angeles to independent projects. Her
keen ability to both reveal and penetrate
a person’s façade might be traced back to
her solid foundation in acting. She often
closed in on people’s faces, framing them
in a tight bust or waist shot. There are only a few studio portraits; most of them use
natural light, taken in public spaces or at
the protagonist’s home.

Peter Lindbergh
Le Touquet
Linda Spierings and Tatjana Patitz, 1987
Copyright Peter Lindbergh

THE MASTERS AT MASTERPIECE LONDON:

A REVIEW OF THE HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE 2018 EDITION.

Exterior shot of Masterpiece London
2018, photography Ben Fisher, courtesy
Masterpiece London 2018 – Masterpiece
London 2018 sponsored by Royal Bank
of Canada took place from 28 June – 4
July (preview 27 June) at Royal Hospital
Chelsea, London.
www.masterpiecefair.com

Gouache rendition for the 2018 Black
Label Masterpiece XII “Emerald
Feather Brooch”, Feather Collection,
by Cindy Chao Art Jewels.
www.cindychao.com

Masterpiece London, the leading fair for art, design, jewellery and antiques was the not-to-bemissed event staged recently in the British capital. This 9th staging of Masterpiece London was
once again an opportunity for collectors and curators to discover rare and museum-quality work
from 160 world-renowned exhibitors showcasing
5,000 years of art history.
On the long list of antique fairs that populate the
luxury circuit calendar, Masterpiece London is
simply unmissable, making it unique on the luxury art fair circuit: Masterpiece is indeed an important destination for collectors of British art
and design. Spread over seven days this year, it
also offers an unparalleled platform for high jewellers to present their creations.
A slight reshuffle of the ‘jewellers in attendance’
line-up saw the introduction of three new names,
and what a pedigree! Cindy Chao with her Black
Label Masterpieces and White Label Collection,
Moussaieff with their unparalleled array of rare
and exceptional gemstones set in ravishing designs and trailblazing master, Fabio Salini, with
some arresting new creations made of carbon fibre (“in place of gold” as he likes to put it) and
precious stones.
Of course returning favourites, such as art and
antique dealer Wartski and revered jewellers Van
Cleef & Arpels, Grima, Verdura / Belperron and
Boghossian, were once again making a strong impression with remarkable pieces (the first three
presenting once again heritage collections and
unique contemporary pieces side by side).

One advice when entering any of Cindy Chao
The Art Jewel’s installations at art fairs, is simply to take a deep breath, close your eyes and
open them only when you are inside. There
you can fully experience a blissful assault on
all your senses, not least the visual one. Cindy
Chao’s installation at Masterpiece London
was no different. For a first time presence,
notably the only Asian (Taiwanese) representation at the fair, Cindy Chao Art Jewels
sent us on a re-imagined voyage deep inside
the greenery of British Columbia (a Canadian
state where she spent two weeks on a refuelling mission, both creatively and physically). Cascading leaves paved the walls from
top to bottom, whilst ethereal shadows were
projected. Of course, the long display cabinets were beacons of light in the mysteriously dark setting. In each, brand new Black
Label Masterpieces or White Label jewels
alongside creations from the same collection
were suspended mid-air, almost as miraculous apparitions.
www.cindychao.com

2018 Black Label Masterpiece VI “Mystère
de la mer Bangle”, Aquatic Collection, in
18K yellow and white gold set with one
58.21-carat cushion-cut sapphire, 7 emeralds
(14.21cts), 2,207 diamonds (37.86cts), 33
yellow diamonds (3.62cts) and 136 sapphires
(22.51cts). POA.

2012 Black Label Masterpiece
XV “Odyssey Earrings”, Aquatic
Collection, in titanium and 18K
yellow gold set with a pair
of sapphires (one 26.18-carat
pear-cut and one 20.28-carat
cushion-cut), diamonds
(25.39cts), yellow diamonds,
sapphires (5.99cts) and 87
pearls. POA.

2018 Black Label Masterpiece VII “Flower
Bud Brooch”, Four Seasons Collection, in
titanium set with 2 cabochon emerald drops
(52.44cts), 1,369 diamonds (52.55cts), 450
yellow diamonds (4.48cts), 705 tsavorites
(14.34cts) and 28 cabochon emerald drops
(41.53cts). POA; and accompanied by an
image of its entirely hand-crafted wax model.

Among the Black Label Masterpiece novelties, the Flower
Bud Brooch from the Four Seasons Collection was the only one to be unveiled for the first time and worldwide. The
old art of wax moulding (as seen in the image on the right)
is at the core of each of Cindy Chao’s creations, as well as
the time consuming task of collecting the best (matching)
stones. In order to understand that Cindy Chao Art Jewels
are all part of an ever expanding vision, previous (some already collected) creations accompanied the new marvels,
such as these 2015 Black Label Masterpiece XVII “Snow Peas
Earrings”, also from the Four Seasons Collection.
www.cindychao.com

2015 Black Label Masterpiece VII
“Snow Peas Earrings”, Four Seasons
Collection, in titanium set with a
pair of cabochon Colombian emerald
drops (respectively 29.49cts and
26.81cts), fancy-cut diamonds
(40.33cts), and yellow diamonds
(1.04cts). POA.

2018 Black Label Masterpiece XII
“Emerald Feather Brooch”, Feather
Collection, in titanium, 18K yellow gold
and silver set with 2 fancy-cut emeralds
(4.21cts), further 233 emeralds (85.29cts),
551 fancy coloured diamonds (5.02cts),
and 77 tsavorites. POA.

2016 Black Label Masterpiece IX
“Winter Leaves Necklace”, Four
Seasons Collection, in titanium
with enamel and 54 fancy-cut
diamonds (111.40cts) and further
5,938 diamonds (129.26cts).
POA.

In her pursuit of elevating traditional symbols to new heights,
Cindy Chao revels in capturing the vitality of leaves or feathers. For those of you who know about her iconic 2016 Black
Label Masterpiece XVI “Phoenix Feather Brooch”, here
come the new magnificent 2018 Black Label Masterpiece XII
“Emerald Feather Brooch”, both from the Feather Collection.
The duo of new feathers is as intoxicating as its 2016 counterpart, albeit a cluster of dancing barbs in a verdant symphony. There is definitely a calligraphic quality to Cindy Chao’s
work where the lines seem to have been drawn by one single stroke of the hand.
Cindy Chao Art Jewels are wearable sculptures whose every
angle reveals an attention to detail that is second to none.
www.cindychao.com

Red diamond and Paraiba
Ring in platinum set with
one 1.02-carat red diamond,
1.62-carats of Paraiba
tourmalines and diamonds.
POA.

Natural fancy yellow-green marquisecut diamond, natural fancy blue pearshaped diamond and natural fancy
intense pink pear-shaped diamond
Ring in 18K rose gold set with a total
weight of yellow-green diamond of 1.21
carats, of blue diamond of 1.01 carats,
of pear-shaped pink diamond of 0.92
carat and of other pink diamonds of
2.08 carats. POA.

With the largest booth of all the high jewellers,
Moussaieff asserted their leading position both
physically and metaphorically. Entirely set with
silky dark grey walls, the space felt large and
open, and as in an art gallery each window display evoked a tableau. All around the room, at
eye level and encased in the walls, the windows
featured one-of-a-kind marvels grouped by colour or style, in a still life manner. It was the
perfect way of presenting such an array of remarkable renditions where each could claim its

Natural fancy vivid yellow marquisecut diamond and diamond Earrings set
with a total weight of yellow diamonds
of 13.67 carats and of white diamonds
of 3.24 carats. POA.

own degree of attention. It is true that the catalogue of one-of-a-kind wonders could drive
the mind of any gemstone lover into a frenzy.
From the red diamond set with Paraiba tourmalines (a delightful number whose prettiness
belies its extraordinary rarity) to a toi & moi (&
elle to be exact) ring on steroids that features
the holy grail triumvirate of one natural fancy
yellow-green marquise-cut diamond, one natural fancy blue pear-shape diamond and one
natural fancy intense pink pear-shape diamond.
www.moussaieff-jewellers.com

Cushion- and oval-shaped Burmese
ruby and diamond Necklace in
platinum and with a total weight of
rubies of 77.06 carats and of diamonds
of 60.77 carats. POA.

Colombian emerald, Burmese
ruby and diamond Earrings in
platinum and with a total weight
of emeralds of 6.88 carats, of
rubies of 40.23 carats and of
diamonds of 5.25 carats. POA.

Cuff in 18K gold set with one
28.37-carat old mine emerald
(top), one 23.21-carat old
mine emerald drop, 19.76
carats of emeralds, 17.88
carats of diamonds and
1.04 carats of Paraiba
tourmalines. POA.

And if you believe that was unparalleled, here is an analogy that works well
to describe Moussaieff’s pieces. Think
in terms of aristocratic lineage. Look at
the Burmese ruby and diamond garland
neckpiece that appears to come straight
from a royal collection, or the earrings that
marry Colombian emeralds with Burmese
rubies, candidates of the best pedigree.
Then comes the cuff that dresses one’s
hand like an haute couture glove: old mine
Columbian emeralds whose intensity is
spiced up by Paraiba tourmalines compose this enchanting piece. Of course
these are just a few of the extraordinary
creations on show (cascading Chandelier
Earrings with 4.24 carats of pink and 31.24
carats of white pear-shaped diamonds,
sautoir necklace whose delicate chain is
made of rose-cut diamonds in two sizes
and which features a detachable pendant
carved old mine emerald, whose back
is set with a diamond-paved plate, and
from which fine diamond tassels hang).
Descriptions can’t do them any justice:
you must see them in person.
www.moussaieff-jewellers.com

Bracelet in 18K gold with rock
crystal, pearls, diamonds and
cabochon sapphires. POA.

Earrings in carbon fibre and 18K gold set with
pear-shaped and baguette-cut emeralds. POA.
(From the front one can only see the emeralds
and perceive them as pendants, however from
the side, the semi-disks of carbon fibre provide
a radically different impression: the earrings
appear totemic and edgy).

Possibly the most exciting new addition to the
fair was Fabio Salini. The Italian master jeweller did not follow the advice of the organisers
(that he should commission third party interior designers) when it came to planning his
booth. Singlehandedly he envisioned a dramatic dark space with all window cabinets facing
the incoming visitors. A large, simple arrangement of calla lilies and twigs was placed centre
stage. This minimalist yet powerful bouquet is

Earrings in 18K gold
and carbon fibre with
diamonds and sapphires.
POA.

possibly the best metaphor for the aesthetics of Salini’s jewellery. Mostly pairing just the
right amount of components (three at most),
but carefully choosing them for their expressive nature, is his formula. Then pushing the
boundaries of what is conventionally done is
another trait, as well as a predilection for compositions that veer towards optical illusion. In
other words, one gets much more than a piece
of jewellery when acquiring a Salini rendition.
www.fabiosalini.it

Neckpiece in carbon
fibre with pearls and
diamonds. POA.

Hoop earrings in carbon
fibre and 18K white
gold set with pearls and
diamonds. POA.

Ring in carbon fibre with one
pearl and diamonds. POA

The use of carbon fibre is central to Salini’s
practice as heard from the maestro himself
and by referring to a previous quote that he
gave to DeluxePad, “In my innovative creations,
gold has lost its structural function (replaced
by carbon fibre) and ends up with a purely decorative use”. It also provides a more dramatic, tribal vibe, while offering the purest shade
of black of any other material. This highlights
why Salini’s participation at Masterpiece is a
must since this is the first time his unique work
can be officially shown in the UK. Currently in

the process of opening a permanent showroom in London (his first and only foreign outpost with Rome, Italy, his native base), Salini
insists that choosing London was a considered decision: “London is at the forefront of
trends, it is a very creative city which attracts
an international audience. It is also a very difficult, discerning, market. I wanted and need to
be in touch with this demanding audience, as
challenges are part of the emotional process
of creation. I am definitely planning to spend
more time here.”
www.fabiosalini.it

Table Clock, circa 1929,
in 18K yellow gold, rose
quartz, lapis lazuli and
enamel. POA.

Trèfles Necklace, 1960, in platinum
and 18K white gold set with 17
pear-shaped Burmese sapphires
(52.94cts) and diamonds. POA.

For the fourth time participating at Masterpiece London, Van Cleef & Arpels have
again displayed pieces from the Heritage Collection, representative of the rich
history of the house, plus new wonders from the High Jewellery Collection, testimony of their on-going creative genius and exemplary craftsmanship (with each
collection including jewellery as well as watchmaking creations).
As a result it is always fascinating to compare the contemporary creations with
the vintage ones, and witness how the house’s DNA has evolved through time.
For this year, the Maison has exhibited a richly set necklace and bracelet from the
1960s (utmost transformability is an attribute that is embedded in Van Cleef &
Arpels’ DNA), along with a precious table clock from the 1920s that reveals the
influence of the arts of the Far East.
www.vancleefarpels.com

Precious Knot Between The Finger
Ring in 18K white gold set with one
12.04-carat emerald-cut sapphire
from Sri Lanka and diamonds. POA.

Dentelle Secrète
Bracelet in 18K white
gold set with mauve
sapphires, turquoise,
white mother-of-pearl
and diamonds. POA.

This year’s booth was placed in a different position to the previous year. Being on
a corner, it allowed more front windows. Playing on tonal muted grey/gold – from
the curtains to the wall covering and plush carpet – and on elliptical forms in the
recessed curved part of the ceiling, the space felt elegantly contemporary, perfectly designed to enhance both old and new pieces on exhibition. In the latter
category, come two creations, whose strength resides in different aspects, which
are part of the Van Cleef & Arpels’ language. From the sourcing of exceptional
gemstones, as in the Precious Knot Between The Finger Ring, with its exceptional
sapphire from Sri Lanka, to the artisanal ingenuity of the Dentelle Secrète Bracelet,
with its ingenious sliding mechanism that makes it possible to vary the colours
that appear between the arabesque motifs (turquoise or mother-of-pearl).
www.vancleefarpels.com

No Oil Colombian emerald-cut
Emerald and Diamonds Ring in
18K white gold. POA.

Emerald-cut Fancy Intense Pink
Diamond and white Diamond
“Kissing“ Ring in 18K rose gold. POA.

At Boghossian, the centre stage was occupied by a carousel-type showcase of their Les Merveilles collection where “precious stones are set on
all four sides, on a nearly invisible metal frame. This grants the uninterrupted flow of light from one diamond to the next, magnifying their brilliancy”,
the maison

“Les Merveilles”
Necklace in 18K white
gold and set with
diamonds. POA.

explains, so that one can view the pieces from all angles, and to demonstrate how the soon-to-be-patented technique can be applied to most
precious gemstones, not only diamonds, for the most striking effect. New
high jewellery pieces were also displayed in windows set all around the
curved space. Most notable were one big orange sapphire ring and one
oval-shaped Paraiba ring both of whose bands are set in Les Merveilles
fashion; plus a stunning pair of earrings that feature natural saltwater
pearls and unheated cushion-cut Kashmir sapphires; one 3.08-carat fancy
deep yellowish green pear-shaped diamond (VS1 clarity) set on top of one
10.04-carat white diamond as Kissing Stones (another of Boghossian’s
signature techniques) and much more.
www.bogh-art.com

Round Shaped Sapphires inlaid into Opal Necklace and
Earrings, in 18K white gold. For the necklace, 19 fancyshaped opals (240.39cts), 14 unique round shaped
sapphires (36.28cts) and 12.75 carats of small brilliantcut diamonds (F colour VS clarity). For the earrings,
4 fancy-shaped opals (85.95cts), 4 round-shaped
sapphires (12.97cts) and 4.31 carats of small brilliantcut diamonds (F colour VS clarity). Both POA.

Brazilian Oval-shaped
Paraiba Tourmaline
and Diamonds “Les
Merveilles” Ring in 18K
white gold. POA.

A necklace and earrings suite in particular drew my
attention (a feat in itself when considering the sheer
volume of phenomenal showstoppers on display).
Firstly because it magnifies opals, a stone not routinely
used by Boghossian. This evidently means that for the
Swiss high jeweller to consider an entire set with opals,
the opals had to be extraordinary in the first place.
Secondly for the technical bravado. Fourteen roundshaped sapphires have been inlaid into the main black
opals, with diamonds set under the sapphires so that
the brilliance of the diamonds could shine through the
sapphires set on top. It is impressive on so many levels, not least being the cerulean shades of blue that
evoke the Milky Way. Not only are the opals capturing
our imagination, their centres – now bejewelled with
sapphire and diamonds – could well represent celestial portals to other dimensions. This is key and testament to the ethos of Boghossian: that craftsmanship
serves the making of dreams.
www.bogh-art.com

An 18K yellow gold
textured wire and
diamond Ring, 2018. POA.

18K yellow gold
textured wire
and diamond ‘en
tremblant’ Pendant
Earrings. By Jojo
Grima, 2018. POA.

Brooch-Pendant set with
one tanzanite in 18K
yellow gold textured wire
and diamonds, 2018. POA.

Andrew Grima, jeweller by appointment to the elite of swinging London,
was one of the most influential talents of the late 20th century. His
wife Jojo used to work closely with her husband in his studio and as a
team, they collaborated with the expert goldsmiths who still work for
the house today. “Together they perfected the art of handmade jewellery and we continue today to work at that high standard”, Francesca
Grima, their daughter, says. She was herself fortunate to have spent ten
years working with her father before his death in 2007. The family had
lived and worked in Switzerland for two decades, until recently when
Francesca and her mother Jojo relocated to London where they now
carry the torch.
www.grimajewellery.com

A Kashmir sapphire set as
a Ring with diamonds in
platinum and 18K yellow
gold, 2018. POA.

A Brooch-Pendant set
with natural pearls
and diamonds in 18K
white gold. By Jojo
Grima, 2018. POA.

The two women are propelling Grima into the future by nurturing the
jewellery renditions of the mother, Jojo, alongside Francesca’s own creations, which are not so much a departure from her father’s aesthetics
than a futuristic version of what Grima should now be, and reviving some
heritage designs from Andrew. Grima has indeed always been a family
affair and one can admire the creations of all three at Masterpiece 2018
as they are exhibited alongside each other. There are new 2018 designs
unveiled at Masterpiece, with one natural pearl and diamond brooch /
pendant that I particularly liked, where white diamonds are scattered
among the deceptively random distribution of pearls in various shades
of gold: resembling a cloud, it is certainly cloud nine.
www.grimajewellery.com

A gem-set and
enamelled Brooch by
Lucien Falize in the
Renaissance taste, Paris,
c.1880. POA.

Wartski, the family business, specialising in works
of art by Carl Fabergé, antique jewellery, silver
and objets de vertu, is a permanent feature of
Masterpiece London, but something is about
to change in the history of the venerable house
founded in Bangor in 1865 by Morris Wartski. It will
move premises from Grafton Street, London to a
new showroom situated at 60 St James’s Street,
in late summer 2018. I will cover this change in
more details later this year in DeluxePad. For now,
let’s review the fascinating journey through the

Important Necklace, Carl
Fabergé, c.1908, in gold
and silver with sapphires
and diamonds. POA.

decorative arts of the 19th century and beyond
that Wartski once again offered at Masterpiece
London. There was the beautiful sapphire and
diamond necklace and earrings suite by Carl
Fabergé, circa 1908, which offers the ravishing
garland-style gold and silver work of floral and
bow motifs. Also the stunning enamelled brooch,
circa 1880, by Lucien Falize, in pure Renaissance
style. The soft pastel tones of the gemstones as
well as the natural pearl drop offset the flamboyance of the stylized foliage and petal pattern.
www.wartski.com

Solid gold Melillo Bracelet, consisting of
seven square hinged plaques with two
semi-circular panels, each decorated
with intricate Etruscan style motifs
and abstract designs. The reverse
of each panel is decorated with
stylised wirework flowers with
four elongated petals, which
extend to the corners. The
central plaque applied to the
reverse with a gold plate
is inscribed: “Executed
by Eduardo Melillo
Under the Direction
of Giacinto Melillo,
Napoli, Marzo 1899.”
Signed: ‘GM’ for
Giacinto Melillo,
Naples, circa
1890. POA.
A gold mounted
demi-parure by
Eugène Fontenay
by Cartier-Gillion,
enamels by Eugène
Richet. POA.

More treasures were to be found, a true who’s
who of the most important jewellers and artisans (with an emphasis on French) of the
19th century. While discussing with Katherine
Purcell, Wartski joint managing director and
author of seminal books (Falize: A Dynasty
of Jewelers, and the acclaimed translation of
Henri Vever: French Jewelry of the Nineteenth
Century, both published by Thames & Hudson),
it became clear that sourcing these extraordinary relics is akin to forensic research. She commented that you can never be sure where one
piece will eventually lead you. Take the gold

Gem-set Brooch, Gustave
Baugrand, c.1865 in gold and
rock crystal with enamel. POA.

mounted demi-parure by Eugène Fontenay
by Cartier-Gillion, with enamels by Eugène
Richet. This in itself tells the story of how the
best artisans of the time were selling their
creations directly to the high jewellers, who
were in turn making them theirs by adding a
component (here the chain to hold the pendant) and fashioning bespoke signed boxes
like this red velvet one. It is also a story about
how 19th century practitioners were inspired
by exotic cultures and romanticised antiquity,
as seen in the magnificent brooch by Gustave
Baugrand, circa 1865.
www.wartski.com

Pair of Sapphire, Ruby and Gold “Couronne” Cuffs,
Belperron, one of which is an 18K yellow gold roof
style bracelet set with seven tumbled sapphire
beads (137.31cts) and seventeen mixed size oval
cabochon rubies (15.37cts); the other is an 18K
yellow gold roof style bracelet set with seven
tumbled sapphire beads (142.94cts) and
seventeen mixed size oval cabochon rubies
(15.80cts). Both cuffs measure 58-40mm with
hinge closures. POA.

Belperron made its UK debut at Masterpiece London in 2016.
As is the case elsewhere, Belperron is shown alongside Verdura,
the latter a participant in Masterpiece London for the past
eight years. As with Verdura, Belperron has again showcased
important vintage jewellery as well as introduced new creations, which are directly fuelled by the archives that Edward
Landrigan took 10 years to acquire, a monumental 9,300 of
Belperron’s jewellery drawings.

South Sea Cultured Pearl, Gold and
Coloured Stone “Fulco Y” Necklace,
Verdura, composed of amethysts,
rubellite, aquamarine, peridots, rose
quartz, citrine, blue topaz, and South
Sea cultured pearl, all connected with
18K yellow gold faceted links, with one
5.20-carat red spinel, and South Sea pearl
pendant set with a diamond finial. POA.

So for 2018 Masterpiece London, Verdura has presented the
Byzantine-themed Collection BREAKING AWAY: The Quest for
Color debuting the Ravenna Cuff, “originally created for Coco
Chanel and unseen for 80 years”, whilst Belperron has debuted
its Toujours Collection “celebrating the wearability and timelessness of Suzanne Belperron”. The former celebrates how
colour pressed into yellow gold began to replace the proliferation of platinum and diamond jewellery in early 1930’s Paris,
fuelled by a re-emergence of Byzantine style (bold colours
with unconventional contrasts).
www.verdura.com / www.belperron.com

Vintage Natural Pearl, Diamond and Platinum “Double Crescent”
Necklace, Verdura, composed of four strands of 201 certified
natural saltwater pearls, measuring from approximately 5.6 mm
to 7.5 mm in diameter, with a central platinum and diamond
“double crescent” element and bar clasp. Made in 1955. POA.

Pair of Platinum, Sapphire, Zircon,
Spinel, Aquamarine and Diamond
“Mélange” Pendant Earclips,
Belperron, made of platinum mounts
set with two round cabochon blue
sapphires (17.88cts), two rectangular
step-cut blue zircons (13.51cts), two
cushion-cut faceted blue spinels
(4.41cts), two lozenge-shape faceted
aquamarines (30.45cts) and six
round brilliant diamonds. POA.

Pair of Rubellite and Gold
“Mélange” Flame Earclips,
Belperron, made of 18K yellow
gold mounts set with 16
faceted pear-shaped, round,
oval, baguette and emerald-cut
rubellites (31.47cts). POA.

Belperron’s Toujours Collection highlights the use of 22K virgin gold in designs that make
the most of sculptural shapes. They become quite fierce when the heroes of the piece are
coloured gemstones as seen in the two pairs of earclips that are featured here. The play
on varied cuts within the same colour range is highly expressive and, put simply, guarantees that these styles can be worn with any outfit. Last but not least, I want to present
the stunning Verdura “Double Crescent” heritage choker necklace, whose four strands of
natural pearls is reason enough to gasp. It is a very special piece with an illustrious background since it originally comes from the collection of Baroness Mary de Rothschild.
www.verdura.com / www.belperron.com
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Notes on an Obsession
Each month in this column, I will share my secret jewellery discoveries with you; a selection of up to five jewellery pieces based on
their craftsmanship and inspiring creativity.
Only one-of-a-kind (or limited edition) jewels, chosen from all around the world, will
make the cut. It is not about value (pieces
could start from a few thousands up to millions), yet these pieces could be as much a
good financial investment as an emotional one. There will be no theme other than
uniqueness in all aspects. It is exclusively on
Deluxe Pad for you to peruse, appreciate and
eventually make your own.
Olivier Dupon
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Nam Lai Bracelet in 18K
yellow gold set with 173
moonstones (97.52cts), 99
diamonds (5.35cts) and 199
blue zircons (29.51cts). POA.

This second skin bracelet is a poetic interpretation of natural wonders, which
Paula Crevoshay is best known for. Her creations are as much a celebration
of fauna and flora as a tribute to gemstones, one of the most mesmerising
of mother earth’s riches. This undulating bracelet takes its inspiration from
“Nam Lai”, flowing water in Thai, as it evokes the bliss of a beautiful bubbling brook. Moonstones make for perfect milky bubbles, while the random
clusters of blue zirconium and diamonds frame the central flow like precious foam. The artist has nicely captured the landscape as well as the motion of a ravishing waterway.
www.crevoshay.com
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Transformable Red Dahlia Ring in
18K rose gold set with one 2.18-carat
Burmese pigeon blood ruby, purple,
blue and pink trilliant-cut sapphires,
white diamonds. (The ruby can be
worn as a brooch or a necklace by
simply and securely screwing the
ruby into place in either jewellery
piece). POA.

The creation of this unique jewellery piece was based on the spectacular inner world of a Burmese ruby. “Microphotography reveals both valuable information about the origin, history and character of this precious
gem as well as its inner beauty. Delicate rutile needles known as “silk”
are typical for Burmese rubies”, the Gubelin team says. Inspired by the
fascinating colours and triangular shapes within the ruby, the jewellery
designer Michael Bühler created this ring, whose colour range for the
gemstones is drawn from the microphotography, while the trilliant-cut
sapphires reflect its triangular shapes. The result is an elegant jewellery
piece resembling a lush dahlia blossom, a joyful firework.
www.gubelin.com
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Nexus Stud Earrings and Necklace (sold
separately), both in 18K white gold set
with blue tanzanites (round-cut and pearshaped for the necklace / round-cut for the
earrings), marquise-cut green tsavorites
and white diamonds; Nexus collection. POA.

Through Qayten’s touch, a delicate web
pattern has a twofold advantage. First as a
practical asset it sits perfectly on the body,
since the extreme flexibility of the net allows it to conform to any surface on which
it sits. Secondly, there is a more spiritual undertone, as weaving patterns can evoke interlaced feelings, the promise of an everlasting union. The collection is therefore
aptly named Nexus, “the tale of a precious
www.qayten.net

bond”. It is also tapestry-like with a symmetrical display of round-cut velvety blue tanzanites nestled inside diamond pavés, marquise-shaped green tsavorites in between
those tanzanite pods, and further pearshaped blue tanzanites punctuating the ends
of loose strands. Matching stud earrings use
the same cut gemstones, though in a tighter
formation, thereby ramping up the dazzling
colour saturation.
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Brooch in 18K gold and
titanium set with one
46.78-carat pear-shaped
aquamarine, and 194
diamonds (4.54cts). POA.

Margherita Burgener’s story is rooted in Italian
traditional goldsmithing, both from her family and from the place where she grew up,
Valenza, the world-renowned hub for superlative Italian jewellery craftsmanship. It is this
heritage plus memories of Valenza’s landscapes and biotope that Burgener is injecting into each of her unique creations. Take
this otherworldly floral brooch. The aquamarine is a fruit from which four majestic leaves
sprout. The iridescent petrol blue of the anodized titanium is both tantalising and hypnotic. In most jewels, aquamarines become quite
conventional, but here it is enigmatic and not
willing to readily give its secrets away.
www.margheritaburgener.com
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Sweet Charms Pavée Timepiece in
18K pink gold with a bezel set with
round and baguette-cut diamonds
(DEF/VVS round diamonds, DE/
VVS baguette-cut diamonds), and
baguette-cut pink sapphires in a
‘serti-neige’setting style; Charms
Collection. POA.

During the 1920s, Van Cleef & Arpels created many
charm bracelets, sought-after symbols of luck. Much
later in 2008, the house revisited this tradition by
launching the Charms Collection, which encapsulates a story of luck with a unique twist. Indeed the
rotating charm transforms each hour into a moment
of luck; bestowing perpetual positive vibes and protection. Today the collection is enriched by a limited and numbered edition of 10 new pieces, in which
the emblematic rotating charm has been re-invented
as a pompom, a reference to the world of couture, so
dear to the Van Cleef & Arpels Maison.
www.vancleefarpels.com

A Pair of Aquamarine and Peruvian Blue Opal
Ear Pendants, with aquamarines (105.09cts),
blue opals (97.28cts), and diamonds (3.17cts),
mounted in platinum and 18K yellow gold, signed
SABBA and accompanied by a Paris LFG Report
stating that the aquamarines are natural, with no
indication of heat treatment. POA.

A Pair of Venetians Zecchini Gold Coin,
Red Spinel, Spessarite Garnet and Coral
Ear Pendants, with spessarite garnets
(118.48cts), red spinel (4.00cts), and
coral (5.31 grams), mounted in platinum
and 18K yellow gold, signed SABBA
and accompanied by an Art Rarities
Certificate stating that the coins are from
Doge Antonio Venier, 1382-1400. POA.

In this day and age of maximum pressure to
communicate on a loop, meet the rare young
high jeweller who unapologetically does not
appear on any social media, plus does not
run a website for his sought-after brand,
SABBA. This is non-conformist confidentiality at its best. Right after graduated from
the Polytechnic School of Design in Milan in
2009, Alessandro Sabbatini joined a jewellery
workshop. Major jewellery houses, including
Cartier, soon recognised his talent and employed him. Based in Paris, he decided to fly
solo and launch his brand SABBA three years
ago, and with the support of two independent
high jewellery galleries FD Gallery in NY City
and Symbolic & Chase in London, who have
both been exclusively selling his jewellery ever since. Creating no more than forty pieces
each year allows the artists to handpick only
great gemstones as well as spend time achieving the best quality possible with the involvement of renowned Parisian ateliers. His aesthetics play on cascading, towering, shooting
or blooming forms with diamonds, coloured
gemstones and pearls shining all together or
on their own; and his use of titanium is simply
second to none.
Available exclusively at FD Gallery, Manhattan.

www.FD-Gallery.com

A Pair of Aquamarine, Blue Lagoon
Tourmaline, Peridot and Diamond
Ear Pendants, with aquamarines
(46.07cts), peridots (75.68cts),
blue lagoon tourmalines (48.45cts),
and diamonds (3.25cts), mounted
in platinum and 18K yellow gold,
signed SABBA and accompanied
by a Gem Paris Certificate stating
that the peridot is natural, with no
indication of heat treatment, as well
as a Rapport Report stating that
the tourmaline is natural with no
indication of treatment. POA.

A Pair of Pink Spinel and
Diamond Ear Clips, set with
pink spinels (16.76cts), and
diamonds (2.84cts), mounted
in 18K gold and titanium,
signed SABBA. POA.

Available exclusively at FD Gallery, Manhattan.

www.FD-Gallery.com

A Pair of Diamond, Green Jadeite Jade, Peridot and
Agate Ear Pendants, with peridots (28.95cts), green
Jade (5.77cts), diamonds (3.08cts), and agates (3.12cts),
mounted in platinum and 18K yellow gold, signed SABBA
and accompanied by a Gem Paris Report stating that the
peridots are natural with no indication of heat treatment;
and a AGIL-ICCS Report stating that the jade is natural,
type A. POA.

Heptagon Earrings in 18K white
gold and blackened silver set
with 2 spinels (2.02cts), approx.
9.3 carats of moonstones,
1.26 carats of sapphires and
diamonds. POA.

Call it serendipity, call it fate or simply ‘meeting of like-minding spirits’, Oselieri-Racine
was born out of the literal union between two
gemstone lovers, wife and husband, Miriam
Racine Bergesen and Pedro Oselieri Lopes.
The duo launched their brand after working
separately in the gemstone trade in Geneva.
Both gemmologists, who met at gemmology
school, they wanted to combine their interests
for design and gemstones to create an aesthetical paradigm of their own. “We make one-ofa-kind pieces. We hand-draw and hand-paint
every single of our designs, we select all the
www.oselieri-racine.com

Kite Ring in 18K white and
blackened gold set with one
1.85-carat purple sapphire, 24
pink spinels, 28 blue sapphires
and diamonds. POA.

stones ourselves and then we have some truly gifted artisans who hand-make all our pieces here in Geneva”, they say in unison. Each
carefully crafted piece bears an evocative
name that simply crowns a mesmerising design, where colours bounce of each other and
geometry serves ingenuity. “We are both passionate about craftsmanship and the traditional artisanal way of creating jewellery. We will
never make the same piece of jewellery twice
as there is such a big creative world out there,
and we want to provide our clients with something truly unique”.

Lade Ring in 18K white gold set
with one 3.33-carat rhodolite
garnet, 28 colour change garnets
(1.43cts), and diamonds. POA.

www.oselieri-racine.com

Lampiao Earrings in 18K white
and blackened gold set with
G, H – VS diamond centre
stones (respectively 0.60ct and
0.63ct), melee diamonds, 82
emeralds, and 64 natural pearls
(3.41cts). POA.

Ring in 18K yellow gold set with 10 pieces
of red coral (19.25cts), and 21 Colombian
emeralds (7.35cts). POA.

Earrings in 18K gold wet
with white diamonds,
26 Colombian emeralds
(8.99cts), 12 Zambian
emeralds (0.89cts), 4 pieces
of red coral (26.14cts), and
more Colombian emeralds
(87.15cts). POA.

Unafraid of playing with bold volumes, Indian artist Bina Goenka is one of those rare
high jewellery designers that manages to perfectly marry lavishness with intricacy,
or as she puts it “the more intricate and complex, the more lavish the piece can become. You build on the levels of intricacy, making a piece that can never become boring. Like an objet d’art, you can keep finding more depths to it”. Indian flair is never
too far away with all its vibrancy and colourfulness, each one-of-a-kind creation is a
statement of both originality and rarity; a magnified tribute to natural wonders that
are akin to three-dimensional, bejewelled, visual metaphors. Interestingly, Goenka
creates fewer new pieces with each passing year, and says she will unveil no more
than six important pieces this year, which will not take long to be snatched up. A
couple of royal families and her other clients eventually become collectors. “As they
learn more about the newest materials/gemstones that we are working with they trust
us to find the best of what is available and then make exceptional pieces of high jewellery out of it,” Goenka explains. After all this is what true high jewellery is, quality
not quantity and the process it takes to achieve a wearable artwork.
www.binagoenka.com

Earrings in 18K gold set with white
diamonds, 2 natural white clam
pearls (8.29cts), 4 blue turquoises
(55.15cts), and 74.40 carats of
Mozambique rubies. POA.

www.binagoenka.com

Ring in 18K gold set with white
diamonds (1.10cts), one ruby
(13.79cts), and 12 natural white
clam pearls (13.05cts). POA.

Earrings in 18K gold set with
white diamonds, 59 Mozambique
rubies (9.55cts), 10 pieces of
mother of pearl (14.48cts), and 24
pink tourmalines (23.88cts). POA.

Earrings in 18K red gold and
silver set with natural pearls, pink
spinels and diamonds. POA.

“I believe that I am a creative jeweller, who likes nice
things and revels in technical challenges. This is why
my creations are perfected in every way, not only their
visible parts”, Swiss fine jeweller Nadia Morgenthaler
says. Although not nearly encompassing all of her
talents, this quote sums it all up. How to reconcile
beauty with complexity is her preoccupation, and as
for any accomplished artist, this stems from an ebullient imagination. The whole creative process (design and making) is what occupies her mind and time
in her quest to achieve perfection. Although subjective in regards to aesthetics, this notion can certainly be measured when it comes to quality, and there,
Morgenthaler shines. At the helm of her own atelier,
one of the most skilful in dealing and experimenting with the many challenges of high jewellery, she
along her colleagues, incessantly breaks out of the
mould. Behind the romantic softness of her current
creations (although she eagerly points out that this
is not set in stone as her aesthetics are not bound
to one single concept) resides the utmost level of
craftsmanship, alongside sophisticated pastel hues,
ingenious mixing of metals, and rare natural pearls.
This list of exquisite attributes defines the essence
of Morgenthaler’s creations, jewellery with the hallmarks of haute joaillerie minus the often-intimidating aura attached to it.
www.nadia-morgenthaler.com

Ring in 18K red gold and
silver set with natural pearls,
tourmalines and diamonds.
POA.

Earrings in 18K white gold
and silver set with natural
pearls, moonstones and
diamonds. POA.

www.nadia-morgenthaler.com

Necklace in 18K white
gold and silver set
with natural pearls and
diamonds. POA.

It has become a point of honour to celebrate
world-wide successes at this time of year
so to mark this season, here is a handful of
watches designed to tell the time but also to
highlight the strength of character of their
wearers by the very fact that they have chosen them.

HYT; H2O
THE MEMORY OF WATER
Liquid is the central element in this new
watch and is what gives it a revolutionary perspective. The transparency within the structure has been increased by a highly specific
treatment so as to maximize the 3D effect of
the innovative mechanism that, as the hours
pass, moves two liquids, one coloured and
one transparent, through a capillary with the
aid of two metal bellows that are expanded and contracted by the connecting rods of
the mechanism that indicates the time. The
whole movement is protected by a sapphire
crystal cut to resemble a cloche. In this construction, the numbers and the hands seem
suspended. This unique creation is presented in two different versions - a black case
with green liquid and a metal case with blue
liquid - and is available in a limited edition of
25 examples of each colour version.

L’Epée 1839; Time machine
THE TIME-SPACE CONTINUUM
Inspired by the most famous time machines throughout history and displaying great attention to detail, Time Machine is an object reflecting the notion
of dynamic time that makes subtle references to industry and to the cinema without ever forgetting to highlight the skills of watchmaking. Each element of this new generation timepiece has been imagined and conceived
in a way that evokes particular memories. Its capsule is inspired by the very
first time machine seen in the film “The Time Machine” and its tripod recalls the time-travelling capacitor of the DeLorean, the car in the 1980s film
“Back to the Future”. This wonderfully original dream-like item is both an
avant-garde sculpture and a classic watch and will be at home in a contemporary setting as something between a work of art and designer furniture.

Nord Zeitmaschine; Crossnroll
ROCK’N ROLL
The name of the new NORD Zeitmaschine
watch is made up of the word Cross, which refers to the fact that the hand runs on a crossshaped minute-track, and the word Roll, because the tip of the minute hand is mounted
on a slide that rolls back and forth on the hand
platform. The hour indicator disc is mounted
on a swivel arm, which in turn is connected
to the central mounting cross by ball bearings. The entire hour indicator mechanism is
mounted over the hand assembly. The swivel arm on which the hour indicator disc is
mounted has no mechanical drive and only

starts moving due to the effects of gravity
when the wearer’s wrist changes position.
The hour disc itself is driven by mechanically
driven cogs, independent of the swivel arm.
This gravitational display mechanism, for
which a patent is pending, allows the hour
indicator disc to be in any position over the
dial depending on the wrist movement and
the resultant gravitational pull. Irrespective
of the position of the swivel arm, the red arrow on the hour indicator always points to
the correct time, following the longitudinal
axis of the watchcase. Unbelievable!

Urwerk;
UR-210 Black Platinum
THE HOUR OF DARKNESS
This spectacular watch has a totally innovative and unusual way of displaying the time.
Its satellite complication with flyback minutes is at the heart of the action and adds to
the wearer’s experience. The unusually large
three-dimensional minute hand that looks like
a high-tech cowling encloses the hours and
carries them across the minutes scale. This
voyage through time of an hour, these 60 minutes gliding in a 120˚arc, happens smoothly.
Then suddenly there is a shockwave generated by the flyback function operating at lightning speed. The hand returns to zero to begin
the next hour. Time is thus transcribed in vibration, just like the “Toc” watches of old; pieces
which had special complications to give time
with vibrations rather than sounds. As a special design touch, the shockwave is represented on the case by circular engravings which
also show to perfection the beauty of this hexagonal piece, presented here in black coated
platinum.

Franck Dubarry;
Crazy Wheel Maori
HAKA
This timepiece created by Franck Dubarry,
who founded the brand TechnoMarine in
1997, is this time directly aimed at lovers
of watches that are out of the ordinary
and that have innovative features that can,
like most of the items known as “new horlogerie”, show the time not just by a display
of hands on the dial but in a very original
way. In this case, this watch bears a minute hand that has a rotating module at its
tip with the hour hand circling around it.
Powered by an automatic movement that
was created and produced in-house, this
marvellous item comes in titanium decorated with Maori-inspired tattoos. A particular feature is that the hour dial remains
horizontal wherever the hand is on the
face, making it instinctively easy to read.
The watch is worn on a humidity-resistant
Elastogator© strap.

Richard Mille; RM
71-01 Automatic
Tourbillon Talisman
TIME OF ART
Talisman is a name that evokes nothing less
than magical protection. This collection was
created by drawing on the influences of tribal
arts and Art Deco and glorified by the treatment of the skeleton movement through the
different ways of setting and engraving the
case. Highlighted with sparkling stones, the
shape of the dial reveals two deliberately distinct worlds, one that is organic and the other
more urban. This watch, featuring an in-house
automatic tourbillon movement, embodies
the vitality of the brand commitment to the
feminine world. The mechanism incorporates
a new automatic tourbillon that is slim, ultra-high performance and enhanced with sparkling diamonds, mother-of-pearl, onyx and
black sapphires. The ten variations of the RM
71-01 Automatic Tourbillon Talisman weave together the cutting-edge technicity specific to
Richard Mille and the unique sculptural qualities of fine art jewellery, highlighting their respective strengths

